









One of the central questions of ethical education is the role that moral 
theory could or should play within it. This concerns not only the is-
sue of pedagogical work with children, but also the establishment of 
professional education and training for teachers and other educators. 
Contemporary approaches to ethical education emphasise the impor-
tance of integrative models and methods, but the issue of moral theory 
within them has not been explicitly addressed at length. The aim of this 
paper is thus reflected in the following building blocks and steps. In 
the first part, I present the concept of ethical education and the field of 
moral theory. In the second part, I synthetically illuminate the impor-
tance of moral theory for ethical education.







Modern  approaches  to  ethical  education,  and  hence  to  the  education 
and  training  of  educators,  emphasise  integrative methodologies  (Sil-
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to  it  (§2.1.).  In  the next step,  I will briefly outline  the field of moral 
theory (§3). Next, I will move on to the question of the significance and 













inclusiveness,  human  rights,  etc.)  as  a  part  of  education,  nurturing  a 
respectful  attitude  towards  others  (both  individuals  and  communities 
alike), cultivating the positive formation of character, building capaci-
ties for reflective and informed moral judgment, putting one’s beliefs 
and  values  into  practice,  etc.  Education  is  an  inherently  value-laden 
process, both in terms of what is conveyed (content) as well as in terms 
of the way it is conveyed (methods), its consequences (educational out-





























































Ethical  education  incites  individuals  to  make  values  relevant  to, 
for, and in their lives in a concrete social context and in an experiential 






As  we  saw  above,  one  issue  that  remains  open  is  a  question  of 
approaches to ethical education, both in the context of the educational 











cal  action(s)  (experiential  learning,  community-oriented  projects  and 
activities at school, etc.).
Some views also specifically focus on moral theory, arguing that 
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We will return to this aspect later on, especially when discussing 









choice of values   in  the process of  their understanding,  instead taking 
a more holistic approach  that  recognizes  the  limitations of  the  initial 
model. Kirschenbaum thus later highlights four aspects or dimensions 
















this process. This  simultaneously means  recognising  their  autonomy, 
ability, and the value of personal choice in accordance with their moral 
development. (2) Conceptual condition: ethical education must lead to 
personally  transformed  relationships  between  the  child  and  learning 
topics  and  content  that  is  considered valuable, which means  that  the 




















Developing  ethics  and  values  together  in  an  educational  setting 



























































–  over  substantive  issues.  This  kind  of  setting  for  moral  philosophy 
subsequently  led  this division  to broaden  into a wide gap, and moral 
philosophers began  to  focus almost  exclusively on purely  theoretical 
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questions, particularly  the question of a more appropriate analysis of 
the  meaning  and  role  of  moral  sentences  as  they  appear  in  ordinary 
speech and the conceptual analysis of  the key moral expressions that 























wards  the objects of  these  judgments (emotive or expressive 




























4. The importance of moral theory 
  for ethical education
The question of  the  importance of moral  theory or metaethics  to 
ethical  education  will  now  be  addressed.  Ettenberg Aaron  discusses 
formalist(ic) ethics in this regard:
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with  this  approach.  First  of  all,  it  supposedly  involves  the  reduction 
of moral philosophy, as well as wider moral thought, to moral theory 













































Osguthorpe  suggest  four  types  of  assumptions:  psychological,  moral 
(theoretical, metaethical), educational, and contingent assumptions or 
factors. (Their overall framework is entitled “A framework for under-























Similarly,  Scales  includes  metaethics  in  his  proposal  of  the  so-
called ethics across the curriculum approach. One key reason justifying 
this is that pupils may otherwise be uncritically pushed into a false di-
lemma between moral dogmatism on the one hand and moral relativism 




















especially  important  if  we  enter  into  a  debate  on  whether  our  moral 
judgments are objective and moral truths are independent of us. Moral 
semantics draws attention to the importance of questions about the sig-




















are  descriptive. Moral  judgments  do  not  serve  to  describe  the moral 





the objects  of  these  judgments,  and  that  such use of moral  language 





























reflectively balance. The primary  role of  ethical  education  is not  the 
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transfer of values  or principles, but the promotion of moral reflection, 















In  the context of  ethics  education,  this  also means  the use of aporia 
in  teaching,  where  teacher  and  student  can  clear  the  way  for  further 
thinking and reflection. Secondly, they can function as intuition pumps 









can serve as  re-imaginings, enabling us  to  foster a debate or a given 
dispute  in some novel way, surpassing our  fixed presuppositions and 
commitments  (Strahovnik,  2014). This  fosters  students’  imaginations 
and enables them to move beyond their deeply-seated beliefs (Walsh, 
2011), thus also making it easier to bridge the gap between moral theory 
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tion  or example,  to  pre-existing,  deeply-rooted  biases,  etc.  (Burns  et 
al., 2012; cf. Horgan, Potrč, Strahovnik, 2018, for a view on epistemic 
virtues  and  rationality  in  relation  to  our  background  knowledge  and 
pre-existing epistemic commitments).
Moral psychology particularly addresses questions about the con-
nection  between  moral  judgments  and  the  motivation  for  action;  in 




event  of  a  conflict  between  different  motivations,  we  would  comply 

















the ethical action approach  to ethics  (Roew, 2017). Nevertheless,  the 
question of moral motivation or motivation for moral action lies at the 
heart of ethical education. Finally, moral phenomenology provides us 
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5. Conclusion




to moral  relativism). Therefore,  it  is  reasonable  to  incorporate moral 
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Jedno od središnjih pitanja etičkog obrazovanja uloga je koju bi u njemu 
mogla ili trebala imati moralna teorija. To se ne tiče samo problema pedagoš-
kog rada s djecom, nego i ustanove profesionalnog obrazovanja i obuke učitelja i 
drugih obrazovnih radnika. Suvremeni pristupi etičkom obrazovanju naglašavaju 
važnost integrativnih modela i metoda, no unutar toga nije se eksplicitno i dostatno 
bavilo problemom moralne teorije. Cilj ovoga rada tako se odražava u sljedećem: 
u prvom dijelu, predstavljamo koncept etičkog obrazovanja i polja moralne teori-
je; u drugome, sintetički rasvjetljavamo važnost moralne teorije za etičko obrazo-
vanje.
Ključne  riječi: etika, moralna teorija, metaetika, etičko obrazovanje, integrativni 
pristup
